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Seasonal greetings to all SGG partners, supporters 
and friends wherever you may be.  

Over the past year agroforestry projects have 
continued to dominate SGG activities, much as they 

did in the previous two years.  The promotion of natural 
pesticides [the OPTIONs project] and the Treedom 
project in Busia County, West Kenya remain our biggest 
two activities, both in terms of time/energy invested in 
these activities and in terms of funding spent.  However, 
smaller tree-planting projects have come more to the 
fore in 2016.  SGG has undertaken two field visits to 
Rombo District on the eastern flanks of Kilimanjaro in 
order to judge a school tree-planting competition which 
ended early this year.  Furthermore, we have also visited 

the Friends Meeting in Kitale, Kenya to report on that 
church’s tree-planting activities.

In 2015 support for orphans &/or vulnerable children 
project and the table-banking scheme occupied our time 
less than in previous years, but there is a strong desire 
among the SGG Directors to maintain such activities.  
Thus, there has been renewed action here in 2016 – 
and this is highlighted below.  This new investment for 
orphans has largely been concerned with improving 
facilities at one of the orphan centres or establishing an 
income-generation activity for orphan carers. 
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Gladys Ochieng’s Children’s Home provides food and 
shelter for many orphans and vulnerable children [see 
below].  Facilities are basic and food often scarce, while 
Gladys herself has insufficient time or knowledge to make 
best use of her own farm.  SGG has supported orphans 
living here by providing banana plants for every orphan 
[see below] as well as establishing a woodlot which will 
provide domestic fuel and an income for the next few 
years.  The woodlot of more than 500 Grevillea robusta 
[see left] was planted in 2014, and will provide a valuable 
source of income within the next 3 years.   



The Siguli Orphans Centre is 
another partner caring for vulnerable 
children.  During the last 15 months 
SGG has improved the Centre by 
providing fencing and toilets as well as 
maintaining our contribution towards 
the feeding programme.  A particular 
difficulty at Siguli was breaking 
through the laterite ‘rock’ which 
underlies the site, so it was quite a 
relief [see right] when the pit latrine 
was finally dug.

Lonely Orphans Self Help Group 

Siguli Orphans Centre 

The Lonely Orphans Self Help Group 
in Matayos have managed both to 
improve their facilities and establish 
an income-generation project.  Earlier 
this year they undertook major 
renovation of one of their classrooms.  
At the same time Judith Khamaya, the 
lady on the right, was being trained 
as a qualified teacher.  In order to 
help pay the considerable costs of 
teacher training, Judith leased a small 
plot to Lonely Orphans where they 
can grow vegetables.  Crops such 

as sukumawiki provide not just a 
nutritious addition to the orphans’ 
meals, but also a regular income 
from sales at the local market.  Such 
income means that groups like Lonely 
Orphans are becoming less dependent 
on funds & aid from overseas.
 FOCUSSA is another orphans 
group which has improved its facilities 
and also increased its production 
of food for needy children.  We 
would like to acknowledge that this 
particular development has been 

funded by another Tyneside charity, 
Comrades of Children Overseas 
[COCO].  SGG wishes to publicly 
thank COCO for the help they have 
given to FOCUSSA.
 
SGG has been active in several 
projects other than support for OVCs, 
and active in several locations outside 
Busia County, West Kenya.



Update 
from Kitale

SGG has visited Kitale twice this year.  
In March we were able to purchase 
two sewing machines, so that Birunda 
Young Mothers could start a small 
tailoring business [main picture]. 
Our main purpose at that time was 
training farmers at Vi-Agroforestry 
concerning natural pesticides [see 
above right] as part of our OPTIONs 

outreach work. 
 In November I returned to Kitale 
to prepare a final photo report 
for Huntingdon Friends who had 
sponsored tree-planting among 
Friends at Kitale Meeting.  It was 
very pleasing to note that more than 
5548 trees have been planted in the 
3 years since that project started, and 

that there are plans afoot to continue 
with the habit of tree-planting where 
suitable land is available. It was 
impressive to note how rapidly some 
species of tree can grow in tropical 
conditions.  Some of the trees in this 
woodlot belonging to Johnstone 
Kweyu [see above] have reached 5m 
height in 3 years!
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All this activity has meant that Carole and I have had a full, busy, challenging year – but a very rewarding one.  But 
as the year comes to a close, we are also aware that our African adventures are largely dependent on the funds and 
resources which you donate to SGG and which we can then transfer to our less prosperous partners.  May I thank you 
for all the support you have given to Sustainable Global Gardens this year, and may I wish you all the peace of Christmas 
and prosperity in the coming year.  Thank you. Paul Keeley 

Thank you for your support

This was won by Maki School with 
1367 trees counted.  Here [right] 
there are pawpaws, bananas & 
mango planted in the school grounds.  
Many other schools performed well 
e.g. Ngareni School with 235 trees 
growing on a small, rocky site [see 
below].  How can one reward and 
encourage such schools?  In November 
SGG decided to donate 50 Acrocarpus 
seedlings to each of the 25 competing 
schools.
 This last visit to Tanzania also 
allowed SGG to work in collaboration 
with Nelson Mandela Institute student 
Angela Mkindi to launch OPTIONs 
outreach work in Tanzania.  Here 
Angela is making a presentation [see 
bottom right] in Machame farmers 
where we are promoting Tephrosia 
vogelii as an effective natural 
pesticide.
  SGG is planning to start similar 
outreach work in Malawi in February 
2017. 

The Rombo Mkuu tree-planting competition 

Most SGG activities outside Busia County have concerned agroforestry.  
Such work may be part of the OPTIONs project where SGG is involved in the promotion of natural pesticides or various Rotary 
Club projects to plant trees around Kilimanjaro, Tanzania in order to reduce the ill effects of climate change there.  The school 
tree-planting competition based at Rombo Mkuu has been a major aspect of this latter project.


